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of full competition among a powerful class of arti- dent nation, a nation civilized since the moment of
zansat home. By numerous manufactures, in fine,; its existence, and whose institutions, by their essenPUBLISHED BY
we shall see reared up in the State that additional tial principle* tend to accelerate it in the career of
¿FIRST session.
pillar, which, standing in the middle, is indispensa intellectual’ and social, as already they have cob NINETEENTH CONGRESS,
JAMES K. REMICH.
ble to the stability of the other two ; for the State ; ferred upon it political eminence, should have conSENATE. ~
Conditions—§1 50 per annum, if paid in the must be in a false position, lying perpetually at the tinned hs long as the United States have done, to
FRIDAY, DEd. 3b.
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conSeveral resolutions Were offered, to consti
ui after the expiration of the year. And no papers x termediate interest, strengthening and upholding duce to the necessary or tasteful accommodations of
tutet Cincinnati;
(Ohio,)
Louisville,
Ken.
and
discontinued until all arrearages are paid. ‘
¡both
; both the others, is Manufactnres.
Manufactures.—
—-When,
When, tn
to the life, if not without
precedent,
has,
perhaps,
beit nrecedent.
preveutm, has.
uas, nerhans.
peruaps, not
not heue• zt»*x 7 ,
p
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t i iof any other nation upon the
Louis, (Missouri,) ports of entry and dehvexisted in a case
<
l complete establishment of these, the Internal Inu ? fore
"
’ ery.
provement of the country shall have been superad- ; same extensive scale. Without adverting to the
AïmUAZi TREASURY REPORT.
ed, the" farmer of the United States cannot but per ■ contingencies which may diminish or cut off this
The bill introduced by Mr. Robbins, on
ceive that the measure of his prosperity is made po supply from remote hemispheres, the very dererku*- leave obtained, “ prescribing the modes of
[concluded.]
tentially full.—Discouraging distances between him ation to which time, and more frequently casualty, t
•
'
*
”2’
prosecuting, ahd deciding COnIt has been seen how largely the exportation of self and his customers exist no longer. Through expose no inconsiderable portion of these fabrics becur own manufactures, .during the past year, the wisdom of art the obstacles of nature disappe ar. fore the natural and intended uses of them can be i trovetsies between the States, was^read and
has exceeded the exportations of the two years He sees combined with the advantages of a country, exhausted, and yherfe the skill that made is too of passed to a second reading.
preceding. It may be added, that in no previous of almost boundless extent, and capacity of produc ten alone competent to renovate or repair, becomes*
The bill “ to provide for the security of
year since the foundation of the government, has tion, the facilities of quick, intercourse, which Com by so much, a dead loss to the capital of the impor
public
monfey, in the hands of Clerks of
the exportations of American manufactures, reach pensate, to small countries, the want of these ad ter or Consumer, and, consequently, to that of the
ed an amount at all approaching to that of 1825. vantages. He sees time anticipated in the effective nation. The amount of it would go far, it is believ Courts, Attorneys and Marshals, and their
This is known from official documents as far augmentation of our numbers: for, as with ma ed, towards f rming a fund for encouraging the deputies,” was read a second time, and, on
back as 1803, and no doubt can be entertained of chinery in manufactures, so with canals and good equally perfect fabrication at home, of most (J the motion of Mr. -Edwards was postponed to
its being true for the remainder of the period. highways they change the relative weakness of a articles of foreign origin, consigned, by the cause al Tuesday next.
This fact, in conjunction with the increasing con thin and scattered, inVb the activity and power of a luded io, tn premature inutility or destruction; Be
sumption of these manufactures at home, and not condensed population, thereby exemplifying the sides the advantages of manufactures for homd use,
i
TUESDAY, JAN» 3.
less of their improving quality, gives gratifying 1 highest wisdom of Legislation, the noblest works the present moment is deemed to be peculiarly aus
assurance of the progress of this most important of government, guided by the intelligence, and picious, not to say urgent, for fostering them, from
Thè Vice President communicated a letter
branch of the national industry. It may be con Í stimulated by the energy of freedom.
the situation and circumstances of the rest of the from Thomas Randall, eficlosing testimony of
sidered as marking the commencement of an epoch
In giving these opinions in favor of domestic man world. An era has arrived, upon which after ages
in the national resources, since an intimate con ufactures, it is known that other opinions exist on are to look back as to a point, in the commercial the printed publication alluded to in Com.
nection is believed to exist between the full encour (this subject, claiming the support of distinguished destines of mankind. The. colonial system, is fast Porter’s communication of the 27th uk. and
agement and success of domestic manufactures, and i names both at home and abroad. For these opin falling to pieces. Over immense regions it is total commenting upon the character and objects
the wealth, the power, and the happiness of the ions, as. they have from time to time been witnessed ly gone, involving the certainty of change both in of that communication, which was referred to
country. The United States would, it is thought, in the discussions of the legislative hall at home, the the channels and the objects of trade, as vast as
overlook what is due to the essential interests of utmost deference is felt. Nevertheless, it is deem- they will be various. The family of nations has the Naval Committee^
The Vice President also Communicated à
their agriculture, which can never reach the full ; ed proper to communicate with candor, those con- been extended; new continents, new oc *ns, are
point of prosperity but under the constant and va ! tained in this report, deliberately weighed as they opene« to independent intercourse; to a just and report showing the aggregate quantity of
rious demand of the home market; of their foreign . have been, and uttered as they also are, under che equal articidl ■ tion in the benefits of which, the Uni- Wines imported into the U. States since the
commerce, which can never expand to its full limit 'Obligation of official duty. In the submission of ted 8
nnot but be alive. These benefits year 1800, and the rates of duty paid on theitì^
of activity, or reap its full measure of riches, but l plans for the improvement of the public revenue, (hey c
- ly derive, to the full and proper ex
with the aids of an active home trade, and of an none occur more likely to prpve salutary than those tent, t
ing themselves to the large fabricaexport trade enhanced in its value by being diversi i that look to the fostering of manufactures, under tion < ‘
Giks of art for which their climate,
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 4.
fied in its objects; of the exuberance of their soil, , the truth that, in the multiplied productions of na their |
¡ns, and the skill and capital of which
ROADS
AND
CANALS,
yielding the best materials for so many of the fab (tore and Art in a country, the result of industry their (
are already in possession especially
Mr. Holmus submitted the following reso'*
rics which conduce to the wants, the comforts, and j and skid every where
wuvre diffused, lie the best and only quaiif;
The course of their export trade for
r,.
re

the refinements of the social state ; of the industry, | foundations
of finance. When
Whenthe
thepeople
peopleofofa acoun
couhars, as stated in this report, is an en- lution for consideration:
the enterprize, the frugality of their people ; of the try are universally and profitably employed, the ag- C(
3erupt’ their ability and aptitude to enter
Resolved, That the Committee on Roads
unrivalled equality of their laws, which, interdicting grégate of individual becomes the surest measure th
gre>t field of competition. Not to fol- and Canals be instructed to inquire into thfc
■exclusive rights and monopolies, invites the most en * of national prosperity, and revenue for the public
p -'such1 beginnings, by timely and judicious
ergetic exertions of every individual in the field of occasions will always be at hand, under whatever
,e;
:g’iit be to let opportunities pass, not expediency of providing for a survey of a
competition ; and finally, of the advantages flowing foyms the Government may deem it most expedi
î ecafie.d. Whilst nations shut out, by road from Penobscot River, in the State of
from the absence of pecuniary exactions by the ent and least burdensome to call it forth. The
territory, from agricultural products Maine, to the St John’s ; and for a survey of
hand of government upon the internal products and facts of the world are on the side of these opinions— ,
ne
¡f foreign trade, have yet pushed the a road from some point on the Rennebeck riv*
labor of the country—if they do not vigorously up it being incomestible, that nations which have reach- ¡
thefet limits, by manufactures alone er, in the same State, to some point on the
hold the manufactures of the. country, naw for the edthe most imposing heights of physical and intel 
t is the favoured lot of the 'United
first time appearing to be upon the eve of striking lectual power, are those in which manufactures ■
add to the extent and riches of their Canada line* in the direction of Quebec; al
root. It is a commencement that deserves every have been the most numerous, and arrived at the ¿
ocial advancement, and an amount so, a survey of the Kehnebec river, and a re
seasonable improvement. The territorial size and greatest perfection. It is more applicable to add, of
tion. already equal to the most exten port of the improvements that may be made
fertility of a country, depend upon nature or upon that this perfection amongst the nations where it has I
d operations of manufacturing indus-' in its navigation^ with an estimate of the ex*
accident. Both the one and the other may exist up been most conspicuous, has been achieved through try
found establishments by which this
on the largest scale,* but in vain, if a provident gov the most comprehensive and rigorous protection af- ; spe
Stable industry may take life and pehse j alsoi a survey for the purpose of as
ernment do not second these gifts : whilst nations forded to this kind of industry ; a protection perse
a.d oM'.r the land, would, it is Ixdieved, be to certaining the practicability of a Canal to udestitute of them, and struggling against positive yered in throughout ages, and never given up whilst f> ■1 ai^ke v.hat is due to the best interests of agri nite the waters of the Kennebec, of Andros
obstacles of nature, are seen to arrive, through the its objects remained unaccomplished. The specu
re on the one hand, and to the further enlarge- coggin with Casco Bay—-with a report and
of their policy, at the heights of prosperity lative economists of Europe are in opposition to the m
,.f ;■ r ci»-0 Pèreial power on the other,
estimate of the expense,
renown. To givq perfection to the industry of experience that surrounds them, and not less fre- ,
expressing the convictions embraced in the
Mr, Robbins submitted the following reso
a country rich in the gifts of nature, and blessed in quently to each other, and to themselves, when they
joiijg remarks it is not intended to close them
the beneficence of its government; to draw out its would hold up to any one nation the asserted bene : by recommending any general revision of the tariff’, lution for consideration:
obvious resources and seek constantly for new ones, fits of an opposite system. ‘ France,’ says one of as fixed by the act of Congress of the 22d of May
Resolved^ That the Committee on Naval Af
ever ready to unfold themselves to diligent enquiry, her most celebrated writers of this class, (bnt who ‘■ 1824, But it is deemed proper, under cover of them fairs be instructed to inquire into the expedi
urged on by adequate motives; to augment the « knows how to reconcile the enlightened ideas of free I respectfully to submit the expediency of effectively
number and variety of occupations for its inhabit trade with those first duties that every nation owes j¡ increasing the existing duties upon all manufactured ency of establishing a Navy Yard and Navy
Station within the waters of the Narragansei
ants ; to hold out to every degree of labor, and to to itself)“ is probably indebted for the beauty of her i< of cotton, ofa fine quality.
every modification of skill its appropriate object • silk and woollen manufactures to the wise encour ) The facilities and inducements to the fabrication Bay, in the State of Rhode Island,
and inducement; these rank amongst the highest I agement of that administration which advanced to ’, of cottons of every, description, in the United States,
The Senate then proceeded, as in commit*
ends of legislation. To organize the whole labor of the manufacturers two thousand francs for every Í; are so gréât, that the most beneficial consequences
tee
of the whole, to consider the bill “ to pro
a country; to entice into the widest ranges its me loom at work.” The same writer (Say) whilst des- j: may be anticipated from the full establishment of
chanical and intellectual capabilities, instead of suf cribing the condition of some of the provinces of ,; this manufacture in all its finer branches, in like vide for the seizure and sale of property
fering them to slumber ; to call forth, wherever that country, and which he says, wanted nothing but ■ manner as by the protection already afforded to cot- brought into the United States, in violation of
hidden, latent ingenuity, giving to effort activity, towns to bring them into high Cultivation, adds, iI ton fabrics of the coarser branches, we have seen the revenue laws, in certain cases”—to pro
and to emulation ardour ; to create employment for “ that hopeless indeed would be their situation were jI these latter established with advantages so mani- vide for certain’sales without trial.
the greatest amount of numbers, by. adapting it to France to adopt the system which recommends the ij fold aud decided. And should we establish, comThe bill was ordered to be engrossed for a
the diversified faculties, propensities, and situations purchase of manufactures from foreign countries, I■ pletely, the former also, such is the quantity in
oi men, so that every particle of ability, every with the raw produce of domestic agriculture.” i; which we produce the raw material.of thia promi third reading.
shade of genius, may come into requisition,— France still adheres, in the midst of her riches and nent manufacture of modern times, and what is still
is in other words, to lift up the condition of a power, to the practice on which these sentiments more important, such is its quality,
... that there is no>
THURSDAY, JANo 5country ; to increase its fiscal energy; to mul are founded. Nor is the example of Britain, up to cause for apprehending that our immense exporta
Mr.
Holmes
brought
in
a bill “ to secure the
tiply the means and sources of its opulence; to this very moment, less absolute or less instructive. tions of it abroad will stop. On the contrary, it may
inbue it with ¿he elements of general, as well as The prohibitions, the bounties, the high duties, the . be expected that they will gd on progressively in- accountability of public officers and others
lasting Strength and prosperity. It.is in the destiny penalties, by force of which, throughout a long tract < creasing.
which was read twice.
of nations, tliat the highest points of advancement of time, the manufactures of that country have gain i Consequently with this recommendation for an
Several reports and motions on private and
are not to be arrived at, but through the complica ed so much excellence, never in any wise abated, augmentation of duties on all Cotton manufactures .
ted, yet harmonious action of these elements. That until by the recent avowals of her statesmen, high of fine quality, it is deemed advisable to submit also local concerns, wefe acted Upon.
The bill “ to provide /or the seizure aud sale
extensive and flourishing^manufactures, with the in intelligence as authority, British fabrics were not the expediency of lowering! to a small extent,.the
train of useful arts allied to them, tend to propel merely certain to continue the supply, immense as ditties at present existing upon teas, upon coffee, of smuggled property, fye” was read a ttyrd
nations in this onward course, is a maxim believed it is known to be, of the home demand, but to find and upon cocoa.
time, and passed.
to be enforced by the best lights of experience, and their way in a proportion far greater than those
Thesb articles, especially the two former, are of
The motion of Mr. Holmes respecting a
to be of peculiar application to the United States, un from any other country, into all the markets pf the such large consumption hi the United States as to
der the present circumstances, of their interior and world. The United States, with.a combination of take rank among the necessaries of life. They go survey of Roads in Maine, -was agreed to.
The bill supplementary to the act “/or er&
natural and political advantages as transcendant in ’ to make up a part of the daily beverage of the’poor
external condition.
By a flourishing state of manufactures we shall number as degree, have before them these and other as well as the rich, and should therefore not be pres rolling and licensing ships or vessels to be em*
see rising up a new class of capitalists, rivaling in examples; the lights of co-existent nations; the sed upon
r
. —the
- __________
_____ in__any ployed in the coasting trade, &cfi was consider
too heavily by
hand of taxation
the extent and usefulness of their operations, and amplest demonstrations of experience, for building I form ; the less as they’trench upon no rival producin the amount of their gains, the wealthiest of up their manufactures; and by that vigilant legisla- tions at home. Their more enlarged cbnsutnption ed as in the committee of the whole.
The bill “ to provide for the Security ofpublic
dur merchants ; spreading, too, by the education and tive assistance without which they have never been would tend to increase, in corresponding proporJ------ 1 rfor
----------—1 -fostering
r "habits for which their pursuits, when largely con known in any country to establish themselves in tions. the demand
sugar, thereby
a val money in the hands of Clerks, Attorneys, tyc.™
ducted, make a call, useful knowledge and science, large or durable pre-eminence. Nor has this poli uable production of some of our own States. The was amended, and ordered to a third reading«
■wherever those pursuits concentre. By a flourish- cy been found to interfere with an abundant foreign more widely also the habit of their use can be ex
The Senate then voted to adjourn to Mon
ing state of manufactures we shall see the gains of commerce in the wealthiest and most industrious na • tended the greater it is believed would be the pros
the merchant augmented even in his trade of im tions.—It has, on the contrary, carried its bounds pect of seeing lessened the consumption of ardent day next, to give opportunity to the Standing
ports, since, for every foreign fabric excluded from still further, since every nation, by its habits and po spirits, so baneful rn their effects upon the industry, Committees to consider the business before
consumption by the ultimate use of the rival fabricv • sition, will always command superior faculties for ex- the health, and the morals of the community. Un them*
in certain branches
labor
and art,
which
at home, other fabrics will find their way to us, con-i- . celling
„________________
_ _of___
______
____
— - it der these views alone, regarding their connection
r <. ttherefore
’.hpVP’fHUP chiefly r*cherishes,
H
lonvinrr
sumption having no limits but the ability to buy?
leaving to rsthru»
other nuHnnc
nations i wirh the H
umuv pivspci
hj and juuiviuuat
urtppiucss,
public
prosperity
individual happiness,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
and this ability invariably increasing as home man- ; the opportunity of excelling in other branches, or of any temporary or partial loss to the revenue that
FRIDAY, DEC. 30.
ufactures assume variety and attain perfection It | running the career of beneficial-rivalry in the same ; might result from an adoption of this last recomis then that they create and diffuse wealth, by what i by which system the artificial productions of the ; mendation, ought to be considered as compensated,
The bill to authorize the importation of Gin
is the only true foundation of it as a nation—the uni- world are augmented and improved^and the fields It is not, however, certain, that such loss would and Brandy, in casks of a capacity not less
versal, subdivided, and successfulindustry of the
traffic, through the increasing desires and vary- result; from the increased demand that might be
people.It is then that they make a callfor an abun, ing tastes of mankind, as opulence and civilization expected to grow up for these articles by a reduc- than fifteen gallons, was read twice and comdant circulating medium, by quickening the opera make new advances, more and more extended and tion of the present impositions upon them. As re- 4‘ mitted.
tions of purchase and sale. It is then that they at enriched.—If the nations of Europe, whose industry ■ gards teas, it may be added, as an additional moThe resolve calling for information on the
tract the precious metals tb a country, and, beyond and interchanges move in circles geographically tive th the recommendation, that under the present subject of a road from Ohio to Michigan, was
any other power of retention, keep them there. By proximate to each other, have yet adopted thispol- I duties, there is reason to apprehend some falling off,
numerous manufactures, we shall see Agriculture, icy, or have fallen back in their prosperity by j ultimately, in our China trade, from the late laws also taken up and agreed to.
The Representatives' Chamber»
that j and
regulations
Britian
bearing
upon
this ..„
importhe first pillar in the State, stand firm ; for when the fact of its absence;. if those
___ nations
___ ......
____
©________of___
_________
o -r
—___
t___
they shall have raised up new capitalists, who so ! ¡lave
still seen
to keep
it, tiavevuior have onJ tant
article
of merchandize.The
The
of a val. w adopted
.v, it,
aiCare
a««,
iv keep
u, ui
• ia.nl
arliuic
oi merchandize.
hueinterests
rests oiavaiThe House then resumed the considers?
i
sure to maintain profitable dealing with them as the ly swerved frbm it after its ends have been attained; uable portion of our foreign trade, therefore, and of tion
of the report of the Select Committee ap
owner of the soil ? For the treasures that covers its by stronger reasons should the U. States act upon j our shipping, appear to be at stake in fixing the d.upointed
to consider the practicability of bet
surface and that lie beneath it, he is then sure to ^’IgTheir remoteness from all the chief sources of ties upon teas of all kinds, at rates somewhat lower
ter adapting the Representatives’ Chamber
find a market, both regular and growing, whatever supply of manufactured articles, forms the addition than as at present established.
to the purposes of legislation ; which report
the political ormercantile vicissitudes at a distance; al motive, not to invoke that which might be drawn
All of which is respectfully submitted.
and as sure to buy at cheap rates the fabrics that he from the burdens and excursions still in full exis
presents the following resolutions :
RICHARD RUSH.
wants, cheapness being the necessary consequence tence in other countries, against some of their pri
Treasury Department, Dee. 22, 1825.
L -JsU Resolved, That for the purpose of ex*
mary productions. That a populous and indepen-

Krnnclnurfc ©alette.

called nnnsc,’t’’sI!’5
ed'
Paul
¿■t.’ ;ne ‘" -»¡y-

jfoods

XVI.

Saniteli statesi arawliiturr

F"

A

The bill to incòrporate the General Hospital of I ishefl with the lighter
hence more easy of tran§< Wing on a
Maine, was taken from the files of the Senate and | 'portation to the field on days of rèview, and to the
referred to’ar joint committee, consisting of Messrs. coast, should occasion require it. Measures will,
Green and Churchill of the senate, and Messrs. Ad therefore, be taken to arrange the Field ordnance of
tied counfry p
ams of Portland, Alden of Brunswick, and Bridg the State in this manner so far as it can be conven
Itant aven«
iently done. The attention of the National Legisla
ham of Leeds, of the House.
UoweaWKii
ture
having
been,
at
the
commencement
of
its
pres

A message was received from the Governor by
ifthisroadsi! O'
ent session, particularly called to the subject of the
the secretary of State.
that trade at.
militia, we may expect that the important power
granted to Congress of providing for the organiza- I
At ten o’clock on Monday 9th in st. the follow tion and discipline of this most effective branch of I
markeiwo»:
ing message from the Governor, was received in our national defence will now be exercised.
ti!e country t U
both branches of the Legislature, by the Secretary
1
The value®
A Resdlve was passed by the fourth Legislature
of States
• ,
authorising the Governor to negotiate with the Pe
MESSAGE : ’
nobscot Indians for the transfer of their Islands to
Gentlemen af the Senate,
the State. These islands, situated in the Penobscot
and of the House of Representatives z
river, many of them large and of excellent soil, ayS
thTthetams
Called again to the exercise of the Supreme now of inconsiderable advantage to the Indians for
Executive power of the State, I cannot, under the agricultural purposes. The inhabitants, on the riv- I also"ntherS
peculiar circumstances of the present occasion re er townships in the vicinity of the Islands, have re- •[ cellent quaW
frain 'from acknowledging, with humble thankful peatedly expressed a desire that they may be pur- j vantageousll
ness, the kind and paternal care of an overruling chased | and the Executive has been, at all times I plantation
Providence in behalf of this people, as well through ready to institute a negotiation for that purpose. I tween two i f
the past year as through those which have preced The‘tribe not having manifested any disposition to- [ flourishing s t
sell, but on the contrary it being understood that ; ¿active, and®
ed it. "
f
em states »s 4
Whatever of affliction may$ frotr. time to time, they are not willing to dispose of them for any rea
have befallen any inconsiderable portion of our citi sonable compensation, the Respive remains wholly I leading from1
sing the hea i
zens, yet, as a community we have been highly and unexecuted.
From the report of the Inspectors of the State . fit. John at J i
wonderfully prospered. Health has generally pre
^adawaskst:
vailed throughout our- extensive territory. The Prison, a copy of which will be laid before you, it
alargeexttj
seasons have been favorable for thé cultivation of appears that since the first of January last, fortyUe of which
the soil. The store houses of the farmer have been two convicts have been discharged ; one has escap
far beyond U
filled with the fruits of his labour ; and the honest ed, and fifty-three have been committed ; That-the
Thenecei
industry of the people, in all the various branches of whole number then confined, at the date of their
ping a road' (
enterprise and business, has been abundantly re- report on the twenty-first of December, was sixty
country s«r>f
pine, of whom twenty'two Were in solitary impris
w arded.
quire but a a,
Since the meeting of the last Legislature, we have onment, under sentence of court, and the residue
pense of clc ii
witnessed a new organization of the Genetai Gov were principally engaged in some productive em
ernment under circumstances favorable to the pros ployment. The state of health within the prison, | passable in n
siderable.
perity of the country. The position of Maine as a during the last year, has been equal to that, in the
tages that
Tran tier State, its very extensive commercial inter village where it is situated, and even a single case
creasing tn .If
ests, owning already more tonnage than either of of fever has never occurred within the establish
a large boc«?
the other States of the Union whh two exceptions, ment. The product of the labour of the prisoners
great accord
and its increasing importance in manufactures must, has been nearly equal to the whole expense of their '
our popula
at all times, render the measures of the National support and government. including not only provis
the St. JphB
Government particularly interesting to us. More ion and clothing, but their removal from the county
rect channel
especially is that interest at the present time in prisons, the salary of the wardens, the compensation
State, has ]i|
creased in consequence of the Claim asserted by a to the chaplains and overseers, the sums paid for
they meet VI
medical
attendance?
and
to
the
convicts
at
the
time
one in Hancock and one in Somerset—and that the foreign power to a large portion of the territory, of their discharge. Considering that a considerable
proper tojl
considered by us as justly falling within our juris
constitutional
candidates
for
supplying
the
deficien

TUESDAY, JAN. O.
number .have been in solitary confinement where no I I ment of NU
diction.
Of
the
situation
of
that
claim
and
the
pro

—
ested .with h|
The Speaker gave notice that during the re cyInareOxford.
gress made towards its adjustment, I have received labor could be performed, a greater product was
Joseph Howard who had 530 votés
Thefaci’;i
not
to have been expected. The inspectors con no
information,
of
a
public
nature
other
than
what
mainder of the session petitions would be re
448
and Levi Hubbard
”
may be rer
elude
their
report
by
expressing
“
their
satisfaction
has
been
heretofore
communicated
to
former
Legis

556
In Hancock, JohnS Kimball ?
ceived on Mondays only.
the tide wu
latures. It is believed to be still under negotiation? with the general management-of the concerns of the
and Samuel M. Pond *’
suit theref:’
institution.
”
Bankrupt System Proposed,
and
entrusted
to
the
care
of
those
who
will
conduct
786
In Somerset, William Allen ”
estimated. L
Under
the
Resolve
of
the
21st
February,
1824,
it
with
ability,
and
with
due
regard
to
the
interest
Mr. Webster from the committee on the Ju
702
and Obed Wilson
”
expenditun
'the
Attorney
General
was
appointed
an
agent
to
and proposing a convention of both branches this af of this State. It is known that the American and collect the several demands assigned by the Com- ,
diciary, reported the following resolution :
blefor
boas
Commissioners, under the fifth article of th-e
Resolved, That it is expedient to establish ternoon for the purpose of supplying the vacancies British
Treaty of Ghent-, have differed as to the extent of mon wealth of Massachusetts to Maine ; and also to I county of S:
in
manner
prescribed
by
the
constitution.
of its prin.CK
by law a uniform system of bankruptcy
institute any inquiries relative to certain bonds given
Ordered, that the Secretary of the Senate procure the line forming our eastern boundary, running for the performance of settling duties.
tinned chai;
north
from
the
source
of
the
St.
Croix,
by
more
throughout the United States.”
to be printed 100 copies of the Rules and Orders, as
I\ ception of i
Having
nearly
completed
the
adjustment
of
the
than
one
hundred
miles
embracing
in
its
consequen

Mr. Webster said, the committee on the adopted for the use pf the Senate.
through tln.i
demands entrusted to him for collection and settle
Judiciary had directed him to report the res The secretary came in and laid on the table a writ ces a tract of country of more than ten thousand ment, the agent has given assurance that his report*
the waters
square
miles.
been repei e
olution which had been read. He moved ten Message from the Governor, which was read
on the subject will be made at an early day of the
Although
we
may
feel
perfectly
secure
that
no
ordered to lie on the table.
If asysts
present
session.
He
has
ascertained
that
no
bonds
that the resolution be referred to a committee andThe
Secretary of State was directed to notify Mr. encroachment upon our jurisdiction, to thé extent
be mature^
of the whole. Before the time at which it Pond of his election, and to request his attendance. contended for by the British commissioner, will ever „given for the performance of settling duties, as des
national ft f
be permitted, or -.hatir.y proposition, in the course cribed in the Resolve aforesaid, have been enforced
would be called up, he hoped some further
is belie vect
of negotiation, to vary the true boundary as estab or commuted, and none have been paid, sihee the
SATURDAY,
JAN
7.
might be j
resolution would be presented from the same
separation of this State from Massachusetts: and
Agreeably to previous arrangement, the board lished by the Treaty of 1783, will ever be listened
In additi
that by a Resolve of the Legislature of that Com
committee, prescribing the outline which it proceeded
too,
by
the
Government
of
the
United
States
with

to ballot for a Chaplain. Elijah Kellogg
which wil i
was the intention of that committee to^ recom was chosen by a vote of 8 to 4... The secretary was out the concurrence of this State, yet considering monwealth, the time limited for the performance of
tory, and I
the magnitude and very interesting character of the the conditions expressed in said bonds has been ex
mend to the adoption of the cause.
directed to inform him of his election.
ry purpos >
question,it may now be proper to invite your atten tended to the present year.
our rivers;
MASSACHUSETTS CLAIMS.
I have received from Washington sundry docu
tion particularly to its consideration.
and the op
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES:
Mr. Hamilton, from the Committee on Mil
The boundary line between Maine atid Lower ments showing the present situation of the joint
par
FRIDAY, JAN. 6
Canada, commences-at the North West angle of claim of Massachusetts and Maine upon the general ■' fer^nt
itary Affairs, reported the following bill :
attention ’
government.
The
joint
committee
appointed
to
examine
the
Nova
Scotia,
viz.
that
angle
which
is
formed
by
a
A bill to authorize the settlement of the returns of votes for Governor, reported that the
properly}
This claim amounting to upwards of §800,000
line drawn due north from tne source of St. Croix
It.will t
claims of the State of Massachusetts for cer whole number of votes given in were 15,252,—Al river
to the highlands, thence along the said high is for expenses incurred during the late war; and
expresses
tain services rendered during the late war.
bion K. Parris had 14,206, and is re-elected.
lands, which divide those rivers that empty them although for a number of years pending before
be a cand
Be it enacted, &c. That the'proper account The two houses met in Convention at 12 o’clock, selves into the St. Lawrence from those which fall Congress, its merits have never yet been the subject
to retire f
of discussion or particular examination by that
when
the
Governor
elect,
attended
by
the
executive
into
the
Atlantic
ocean.
To
ascertain
that
point,
ing officers of the Treasury, under the direc
Circumst
officers came in, took and subscribed the oaths and was one of the most important objects of the com body. Having been investigated with great labour
however,
tion of the Department of War, be, and are declarations, required by the constitution, to qualify mission, and, remaining undefined by their report, by one of the Auditors of the Treasury, and being:
•wishes as
hereby authorized and directed to audit and him to discharge the duties of that office.
will undoubtedly be the most difficult to adjust, ei now under the consideration of a committee, there is.
from the
settle, under the usual rules in such cases, the Afternoon—A joint committee of both houses ther by negotiation, or in the manner provided by reason to expect an early report, and that it will
people h:
definitely acted upon before the close of the
claims of the State of Massachusetts, for Mil was appointed to wait upon the Governor and in the Treaty. Situated as the question now is, it may be
I
opinions i
form him that the legislature was row ready to re be interesting to this State, and certainly is necessa present session.
itia services rendered during the late war. ceive any communications which he may be pleased ry to understanding the principles upon which the
seems to
In compliance with a resolve passed by the Leg
in the Su
1st. In the cases where the militia of the said to make.
pretended claim is urged, that copies of the several islature of Massachusetts in June last, requesting
Hoping
State were called out in conformity with a Agreeably to assignment, the two branches of the maps filed with the Commissioners, the arguments that a meeting of the Commissioners appointed un
and belie
Legislature
assembled
in
the
Representatives
Ch
am

of the Agents and the reports of the Commissioners, der the Act relating to the separation of Maine
desire or requisition of an officer Of the Gen
and proceeded to supply the deficiencies in the or extracts from them be procured, and it may,, be should be holden to consider the expediency of fur
eral Government. ‘ 2dly. In all bases where ber
Senate in those cases where no election had been
advisable that measures be taken to collect ther surveys and divisions of the Lands remaining
ment at t
they were called out to repel actual invasion, made by the people. The whole number of votes deemed
other information having relation to the subject. undivided, the said Commissioners met in July, and
<ing, this
or under a well founded apprehension of in to fill the vacancies in Oxford was 154, necessary to More than ten years have elapsed since the ratifica having ordered surveys, and adopted such measures,
my deep
vasion : Provided, the number of troops so cal a choice 78, Joseph Howard had 96 and was de tion of the Treaty, which provide for ascertaining as would enable them to make a further division,
Fellow C
clared
elected.
The
whole
number
of
votes
given
and
determining
this
boundary,
during
which,
time
adjourned
to
meet
in
December
last,
to
receive
the
led out were not in undue proportion to the
valuable
in to fill the vacancy in Hancock was 149, necessary it is understood that those most interested in the suc returns and plans of the surveyors, and to proceed
exigency: And provided, further, That the to a choice 75, John S. Kimball had 134. The cess of the claim before referred to, have not been in the execution of their trust, as the interest of
qnivocal
tión.
services of said militia, for which compensa whole number of votes given in to fill the vacancy inactive in acquiring and furnishing their Govern both States might require. At the meeting in De
I may
tion may be asked, were not at variance in Somerset County was 156, Obed Wilson had ment with a knowledge of every fact important for cember, the surveys of two ranges of Townships,
to make
its support.
lying west of the line forming our eastern boundary*
with the views of the General Government, 86.
and will
That when this House adjourn from
Immediately after the close of the session of the and extending nearly to the St. John’s river, were
or in cases where the troops employed in the dayOrdered,
endeayo:
to day, it adjourn to half past nine o’clock in ’last Legislature, arrangements were made for car accepted, and a division made of the land remaining
the desp;
«am.e were not without specifically from the the morning except on Monday mornings, and on rying into effect the Résolve providing * for the as undivided in those ranges. Surveys were also ac
ate with
command of an officer or officers of the Gen- Monday mornings to ten o’clock until otherwise or s’stance of the Deaf and Dumb.’’—Such official no cepted, & a division made of five ranges of townships*
such me;
dered.
tice was given through alt the public papers printed bounded north on a line* run due west from the mon
erar Government applying for the same.”
the publ
in the State as would afford to the friends of those ument at the source of the St. Croix, and extend
The bill was*twice read, and committed.
the high
SATURDAY, JA^’. 6.
entitled to assistance, information of the time ing south, to the fourth range of townships north of
of this st
Charles Hutchings, Esq. of Orland, appeared, and manner of making their applications, and Bingham’s purchase, east of Penobscot river ; em
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 4.
of the proof necessary to be exhibited. A sur bracing all the undivided land north of said range.
was qualified and took his seat.
The Speaker laid before the House a Re Agreeably toz assignment, the two branches of the prising indifference to the subject seems to have pre A division was also made of a tract of undivided
port from the Navy Department, in relation Legislature assembled in the Representatives Cham vailed almqst throughout the State. The official land near the Schoodic lake. By these divisions,
shew the whole number of deaf and dumb, upwards of four hundred and twenty thousand atres
to the employment of a sloop of war in explor ber at ten o’clock, and, proceeded by ballot for the returns
election of a Senator to fill the vacancy in the in the State to be upwards of two hundred ; of these are assigned to Maine. Copies of the reports of
The
ing the North West Coast of America j which Senate occasioned by the résigna*ùr. of Mark Shep a small number only made aqy application. Nine, the Commissioners and the Maps of the Surveyors
was referred to the Committee on the establish pard, Esq. The whole number of votés given in having been selected as proper subjects for education, will be laid before yoi^is soon as they can be pre
ment of a Military Post at the mouth of the was 153, necessary to a choice 99, Samuel Wlÿtney were placed at the American Asylum, and ai’e now pared.
had 75, Samuel M. Pond had 74, Samuel S. Pond recei ving instruction at that Institution-at the public
Although it may not be considered expedient to?
Columbia River.
Samuel L. Pond 1, and there was one double bal expense.
North
make any considerable appropriations from the
The bill for amending and enlarging the Ju 2,
lot given for Samuel M Pond, whereupon the
The Resolves of the last Lé’gislaturè “ authoriising public treasury at this time for the purpose of inter
Brand
diciary System was further considered, and Chairman declared that there was ho election. Mr. the Governor to procure a title to the land upon nal improvement, yet there are some objects of that
supported by a long ahd eloquent speech by Boutelle, of Waterville then moved the convention which the State Arsenal is erected and for other nature which would be of so great general advan
that Sam’l M. Pond be declared duly elected, ahd purposes,” have been carried into effect so far as to tage, and might be accomplished with so little ex
Mr. Webster.
motion, after some discussion, prevailed 85 pro procure a conveyance to the state, in fee, of the lot ,pense that they seem mow to claim our attention.
A'Call was made on the President, by a the
75 con, and the chair declared. Samuel M. Pond sufficiently extensive for the accommodation of such The road leading from the Penobscot river to Houl
Cyane
vote 144 to 42, for an account of all Members dhly elected.
buildings and yards as may be necessary for the safe ton plantation, passes through and to a tract of
of Congress who have been appointed to office The Convention then proceeded to the choice of keeping and preservation of the ordnance and other country equal in fertility, and promising as great
Erie,
since the foundation of our Government. It the seven Counsellors. The w hole number of votes military property of the State. As thé conveyance advantages for settlement and cultivation, as any in
given
in
was
156,
necessary
to
a
choice
79,
W
m
.
could
not
be
obtained
until
the
season
suitable
for
the state. The inhabitants on the territory, contig
lyas contended a call on the Clerk or a com
hapwick99, Jonathan Thayer 152, Joseph building had far advanced, it was thought most for uous to our eastern boundary above the monument
mittee of the House would have been more C
Shaw 102, John Balkham 155, Joel Welling the public interest to delay' erecting the buildings are fast increasing ; and it cannot be many years
proper, as having the rolls of the Members.
ton 103, Joel Whitney 79and Daniel Woo» and making the other improvements authorised by before this enterprising and prosperous people, who
79.
■
.
' said Resolves until the ensuing spring.
for so long a time, in consequence of their detached
The Convention then proceeded to the choice of
Under the Resolve making an appropriation, for and remote situation, have been unable to avail
THURSDAY, JAN. 5.
a Secretary of State. The whole number given in the purpose, a contract has been entered into for themselves of the right of representation and the
Spark
Mr. Webster, from the Judiciary Commit was 146, necessary to a choice 74, Amos Nichols, supplying
early in the enduing reason as many pie benefit of the laws of the State, will become suffi
Porpo
tee, reported a bill the better to provide for Esq. had 144, and was declared elected.
ces of brass field ordnance as may.be necessary for ciently numerous to constitute a flourishing county.
taking evidence in the Courts of the United The Senate withdrew and the House adjourned. the complete equipment of the Artillery of the Small appropriations have heretofore been made for
Spark
State. As this species of force, will rarely, jWver, opening the road so far as it passes through the
States, which was ordered to be printed.
MONDAY, JAN- 9.
be
employed
except
in
defence
of
towns
lying
on
the
public
lands,
but
it
is
understood
not
to
be
in
such
re

On motion of Mr. Sprague of Maine it was "The annual report of the Treasurer of the State
Fox,
coast, and on the large rivers, it is deemed proper pair as to render it safe or convenient for travelling
Resolved, that the committee on Commerce for the year 1825 was received.
th at the heavier ordnance should be committed to the at all seasons of the year. Having recently been es
be instructed to inquire into the expediency 'Win. Weymouth, Esq. bf Bi rwíck, appeared, j charge of the companies raised in such towns.; and tablished as a post ro^d. and being the great chan
I that the companies raised fat in the interior be furn- nel of communication between that part of the state
of providing by law for the granting of coast- was qualified and took his seat.

périment, it is expedient that a temporary ihg and fishing licenses to Vessels in collection
floor be constructed in this Hall, on a hori districts to which such vessels do not belong*
Mt. M’Duffie gave notice that he should
zontal plane,,at the elevation of the bottom of
postpone calling up his resolution for an
the pillars.
2d. Resolved, That, for the like purpose, it amendment of the Constitution until Monday.
is expedient that a temporary seat be erected
JUDICIAL BILL.
The House, in Committee, resumed the
for the Speaker, immediately in front of the
present entrance, leaving sufficient space in consideration of this bill, Mr. Tomlinson in
the rear for the members to enter; and that the chair. On motion of Mr. Lathrop, the
thq seats of the members be arranged in lines bill was Considered by sections.
Mr. Forsyth moved to amend the hill at the
fronting the Speaker.
3d. Resolved, That, (or the like purpose,’it close of the first section, by adding the follow
is expedient that a partition be erected imme ing proviso :—
diately in the rear of the line of columns near
‘^Provided that no final judgment shall be
the Speaker’s chair, and raised to the eleva pronounced by the Supreme Court of the
United States affecting the property, or life,
tion of 12 feet.
4th. Resolved, That the expense of. these or liberty of any citizen of the United States,
¡experiments be defrayed from the contingent which shall not be approved by such a num
ber of the judges thereof as shall constitute a
fund of this House.
After considerable debate' the 1st and 2d majority of all the justices of the Supreme
resolutions were negatived, and the 3d, after Court, including the Chief Justice.”
After some discussion, in which Messrs.
an amèneraient, was carried.
[A partition of 10 feet irt height, will, there Forsyth, Wickliffe, and Webster, took a part,
fore, be erected, by way ot experiment, along the .amendment was negatived.
the esplanade, and immediately behind the
In the debate which ensued, an amendment
columns, so as to meet the edge of the curtains was proposed by Mr. Powell, respecting the
from above ; this being the only part of the assignment of the •three new Circuit Judges,
plan of the Committee that received the sanc and negatived ; when Mr. Mercet, of Va. mo
ved to “strike out the first section,” ‘ The com
tion of the House.]
•
On motion of Mr. Van Rensselaer, it was mittee then rose, reported progress, and had
Resolved, That when the House adjourns, leave to sit again.
it will adjourn to Tuesday next.
Duty on Teas and Coffee,
Mr. Little, of Md. offered the following res
IN SENATE,
olution, which was laid upon the table :
FRIDAY ,JAN/6.
Resolved, That the Committee of Ways
On
Motion
of
Mr.
Scammon,
ordered,
that a mes
and Means be instructed to enquire into the sage be sent to the House of Representatives,
infor
expediency of reducing the duties now paid ming th;it branch of the Legislature that there is a
on Teas and Coffee.
deficiency of one Senator in the County of Oxford,

? delays
on and West of the Penobscot river,, and that
■’on require ÌL Shn<i ¡1ing
1
atered by the branches of the St. John, it is very
nnerso faraTitc doK'?sirable
!
that it be completed. ‘ '
The road from the Kennebec through the unsetSATURDAY, JANUARY 14, 1826.
LttCption ofthe n
1 the cowmen atl°na' %e“ co^ntry to the north line of thè state, is an im'Inrly called Ce?ent W3r>rtant
\tant avenue, through which considerable trade
SPAIN.
)ect that
°.subjeJ now carried on with the neighbouring Province.
By a private letter received in this city
°t'providing
J this roa(^ should be made and kept in good repair,
‘f this most
-^le °3at tra^e at present limited in the variety of its yesterday, we learn that news had been re
; W’H now beetteCt^e wfiaracter vtrould be increased, and an additional ceived in Paris by Telegraphic despatch, of
assed by H fXercM jarket would be opened for the produce of the fer- another change of Ministry in Spain. The
ernor to ne^n?Urth Mle country through which it passes.
intelligence is said to have produced a great
the transt
•te
^he value and importance of the tract of country
Finds s;'?ie,r^?heir jJjing within the jurisdiction of this state north east sensation in Paris. A change has been longîn^eÎW the head waters of the Penobscot, have, until re- talked of; whether the present be such an
e vài / ° eXCel^nhoi|'ently, been very imperfectly understood. From one as will prove beneficial to the people of’
Th ’ T ^1e h(li^nQuesti°nable information there remains no doubt’ Spain, time must determine.
^an^s bordering on the Aroostook river and
National Journal, Jan. 4.
a (|csj. ()‘e Islands,Jjjjjso 011 the main branch of the St. John, are of exxecut'- I 1
W^!ellent quality, and that measures may soon be ad(
’ïe rasl>een.at a|]'antage()usly adopted for their .settlement. The
PERU.
rn i-riat,°n
thiit plantation at Madawaska, containing already beThe General Assembly of Upper Peru pas
‘ r ‘ anv ^sposi|Jween two an^ three thousand inhabitants, is in a sed a decree on the 11th of August, by an
t0
undernourishing situation. The soil is uncommonly protl ^DSe
for a’Vietive, and almost every article raised in the north- unanimous vote, that their country should be
> the Resolve I’enmpjrn states is there cultivated successfully. A road called the Bolivar Republic; and in testimo
..
’
teading from the east branch of the Penobscot, cros- ny of the profound respect entertained by the
r .‘nsPectors of Hi fiog the head waters of Aroostook and meeting the whole pation for the talents and virtues which
ich win be laid before ’tat ^ish river, or opposite the mouth of the
first of January ijMadawaska, would open a communication through distinguish the Hero, the supreme executive
en discharged ;
large extent of fertile, unsettled country, the val power has been tended to him during the time
ve been committed ■
which would probably be thereby enhanced of his residence in the country, under the
confined, at the date uar beyond the expense of constructing it.
title of Protector and President.
first of December, *a •. Th® necessary arrangements preparatory to ope
y two Were in sòlita^'a roa^
direction, such as examining the
The Editors of the Haytien Papers are of
ice of court, and (¿Country surveying and marking the route, would rè*ged in some pr^Aoire buta small éxpenditure, and even the ex- fended at some of thè Language of the French
;°f health within the rense
clearingand making it so that it would be Ministry—and say, the prospect of peace has
has been equal to th f?assakle *n ^ie w’nteI* season, would be very incon- not caused their arms to drop fro’m their
:uated, and even asini t^erafe^e* A consideration of the general advanhands—that defensive measures have been
>ccurved within the ,k:a^es that would result from such a road, by inof the labour of the ? *reas’nS the value and promoting the settlement of maintained—that if France does|not conform
I to the vvhole
large body of the public lands, and also of the to her agreement in good faith, it will remain
ent, including notonb 5reat accommodation it would afford to-.that part of unexecuted by Hayti—that the first proposi
heir removal from” h-r Population residing on the territory watered by tions of Baron Mackau were, rejected, but he
Fe warden^ the co ^he St. John above the grand falls, by furnishing a diJverseers, the
n^eiarect,channel of communication with tile centre of the at length offered official explanations which
ndtotheecmieS
these suggestions. Shou'd were satisfactory.
onsidering that a Wpbey meet the views of the Legislature, it would be
olitarv rnnRn. ^^broper to solicit the co-operation of the GovernCLAIMS ON FRANCE.
■med, a greate^111 ?^ent “f Massachusetts, as that state is jointly interWe have been politely favored by an oblig
pected T1
P™uctksted .with Maine in the territory above mentioned,
exnresdnoThe facility with which some of our large rivers ing friend, with the following extract of a let
ipernentw n. îetrsaWnay be rendered boatable to a great distance above ter from a distinguished member of Congress,
&
ae concer»Siithe tide waters, and the advantage which would re- in answer to a note on the subject of the
of the h* É 1
sult therefrom, must, at no distant period, be duly claims of our merchants on the French nation :
was a
a
.estimated. It is believed that without a very great
Bos. Pat.
rfan i PP?lnteJ a» ^expenditure, the Kennebec may be rendered navigas ass*gned by the Itale for boats to a considerable distance within the
WASHINGTON, DEC. 28.
,
1°^a’n.e’àlF!fcpunty,pfSomerset, and perhaps to the confluence’
“ In reply to your inquiry on the subject
/,aits principal branches. There is already a consettlmg duties.
tinned chain of water communication, with the ex- of the probable adjustment of the claims *of
p eted the adjustment olception of two miles, from Bangor on the Penobscot our merchants on the government of France,
nm tor collection and rough the interior in a northwardly direction, to I can only say generally, that the prospect is
ven assurance that bische waters of the St. John, through which boats have regarded here, and in my opinion very justly,
nade at an early dayoltaeen repeatedly conducted.
as in the highest degree unfavorable. The
as ascertained that noh If a system of internal improvement should ever
attempts
of the government to procure their
mce of settling duties,®be maturqji by the General Government, and the
iforesaid, have been enfenational funds be appropriated forthat purpose, it adjustment will not of course be remitted, but
e have been paid, sihais believed that a portion of such appropriation as no farther elucidation or argument can
e from Massachusetlsimight be judiciously expended within this state,
be presented, there appears no room for in
e Legislature of that ft In addition to the roads before mentioned, each of ferring a more auspicious result than has here
nited for the performawhich will communicate directly with foreign terrid in said bonds hasbtatory, and may.be of important advantage for milita- tofore attended our representations on the
ear.
‘ Yy purposes, the improvement of the navigation of subject.”
1 Washington sundry^our rivers by clearing them of natural obstructions,
esent situation of tbejand the opening of canals and water courses in difJereboftm 0. Beauchamp, charged with the
and Maine upon tie^erent parts of the state, are objects to which the
attention of the Gelerai Government might be murder of Col. Sharp, was examined before
two Magistrates, on Thursday last, and re
ng to upwards of ^properly invited.
I during the late war; It.will be recollected that on a former occasion, I committed to await a trial in the circuit court.
of years pending ¿expressed a.wish for reasons then assigned, not to There is to be a special term of the circuit
ve never yet been the sib e a candidate for re-electión, but to be permitted court in this county, commencing on the first
icular examination byito retire from this office at the close of the last year,
vestigated with greariCircumstances arising from that intimation seeméd, ^Monday in January, at which the trial will
of the Treasury, andihowever, to require that I should so far yield my probably take place.
’ation of a committee, (^wishes as not, at that- time absolutely to withdraw
We understand says the Fredericktown
arly report, and that ¿from the service of the state. Since then the .whole Herald, that circumstances connected with
oon before the closed people have had ample opportunity to interchange
opinions in relation to a successor, and .the. present the assassination of Col. Sharp, of Kentucky,
render the transaction far less horrible in
.
, seems to be a favorable time for making a change
a resolve pas edbyfainthè SupremeExecuüveofthe state. &
the eye of justice, (however reprehensible
^etts in June last, nM Hoping that the public good will be promoted,
commissioners appoiw and believing that the public tranquillity will not be it may' be in a moi*al point of view,) than
It was ru
to the separation°IS'¿¡sturbed by the measure, I have determined tc it was at first apprehended.
nsider the expeaieficytìi wjthdraw from the administration of the Govern-• moured that Sharp had seduced the wife of
ions or the Lands rem ment at the close Of thé present year. In announ his supposed murderer.
mmissroners met oly
this determination I feel called upon to declare
s, and adopted suchmeas y deep sense of the kindness manifested by my
A society has been formed at Portland, by
to make a further dh Fellow Citizens in repeatedly affording me the most
Jecember last, to recar valuable reward in their power to bestow, the une Commanders of vessels for improving Naviga
ie surveyors, and to quivocal evidence of their confidence and approba tion by reporting all new and useful re
eir trust, as the intii tion.
marks on their voyages. They also agree to
lire. At the meeting
I may have occasion in the progress of the session
f two ranges of 10^ to make further communications by special message, use numerical signpls to make each other’s
owning our eastern
and will now only add, that it shall be my constant vessels kno wn at sea, &c. Will they, not find
:o the St. John’s riw} endeavor to do every thing in my power to facilitate Mr. Parker’s Telegraphic Signals already
m made of the land it® the despatch of the public business, and to co-oper prepared to. their hands ? The society now
ges. Surveys were di ate with the two branches of the Legislature in all consists of 91 members.
ide of five ranges of W such measures as will have a tendency to promote
Boston. Palladium.
e' run due west ironjll the public welfare ; and that it will ever be among
’ the St. Croix, and ill the highest gratifications of my life to see the people
The Portsmouth Advertiser says, the Meet
i range of townships of this state united and prosperous and happy.
jast of Penobscot riverJ
ALBION K. PARRIS.
ing House, at Isle of Shoals, was burnt on
Council Chamber, Jan. 7th, 18^6.
! ed land north of »
Monday evening.
ade of a tract of*
c lake. By thesrii«
NAVAL.
The following are the drawn numbers in
ed and'twenty tho?*
The
following
is a list of vessels now in the 5th class Grand State Lottery of Rhode
¡. Copies of the
1 the Maps of the > commissions, forming the United States Na Island, drawn on the 10th inst:
ras soon as they
vy with their respective rates and stations.

J

be considered Orf
Ie appropriations W
time for the purpose
here are someobjec
;of so great generi
complished wiOR
now to claim our j
the Penobscot r*
through and t»
iity, and
|
ent and coRWl*
rants on the terr<
mdary above e *
,,dit cannet te*
; and prosper“»^

-

--------

Names.
North Carolina,
Brandywine,
Constitution,
United States,
Constellation,
Cyane,
John Adams,
Erie,
Ontario,
Peacock,
Hornet,
Boston,

Spark,
Brig,
Porpoise, )
Grampus, | «5
.nstituie
Spark,
)> 0 avehT±&
Dolphin, I æ
■ar
as
it
P
as!,c
.„ys
«derstnodnotto
Fox,
, ) id
■e or convenient t(f Decoy, Store Ship,
u-. Havmgrece»
Barges.
d.
and
.etW
een that parton

Rate.

Station.

74 )

44 >
44)

Mediterranean.

44
3Ö

Pacific.
West Indies.
Coast of Brazil.
West Indies.

24
24

18 5
18
18

Mediterranean.

Pacific.
West Indies.
18 f Will be put in com
mission early n’xty.
12
West Indies.
12
Mediterranean.
12)
West
Indies.
12i
12.
Pacific.
■6 /

West, Indies.

2 44 42 58 32 50 13 7

iWsmewial.
MARRIED—In Elliot, Mr. Shadrach Weymouth,
of Newburyport, to Miss Sarah Carter ; Mr. Dimon
Tetherley, to Miss Jane Hammond.
At York, by Rev. Mr. Dow, Gapt. William Varrei!,
to Miss Sophia Moore. Mr. Clement Maxwell of
Wells, to Miss Charlotte Stover, of York.

©tjituav».
DIED—In Wells, on the 9th inst. John Storer,
Esq aged 75.
In South-Berwick, Me. Joseph Hall Tompson, son
of Mr. William A. Tompson, of that place.
In Waterborough, Paul Chadbourn, Esq. aged 78..
In Dover, Mr. John Albeft, aged 20, son of Mr.
John Wood, of Ossipee ; a child ot Mr. David Pear
son. The deaths in Dover, during the year 1825,
were one hundred.
In Boston, Mr, Seaver Johnson, aged 31, a native
of Copenhagen, Denmark. His death was occasioned
by a fall from the main yard of the brig Eliza, of Saco,
lying at India- whaif.

]Pyroligneous Acid or

SHIP HEWS

KENT^EBUJNK, JWN.

ESSENCE OF SMOKE.

14

OR the‘purpose of curing hams and^vhich .scpercedes the common mode of smoking,
ENTERED.
effect’of which is said to be superior to the m .
Jan. 11—Sloop Mary, Perkins, Boston—Schr. Lew
mode Hams are cured in this way in 2 or 3 weeksis, Webber, do.
For sale by
J. LILLIE

F

CLEARED.

Jan. 12—Brig Ospray, Miller, Hayti.
'

MEMORANDA.

The George, of this port, ar. at Marseilles, Nov*
3 or 4.
Ar. at Newburyport, Jan. 7, Sloop Polly, Little
field, Kennebunk.
Ar. at the Balize 19th, brigs Commerce, Ports
mouth ; Florida, of this port.
Cleared, at Charleston, 29th, Eunice, Stevenson,
of Biddeford; for Havre.
No American vessels at Cronstadt, Nov. loth.
An American brig, bound out from Liverpool, is
stated to have been lost on Oil Beach, Nov. XX.
The ship Com. Perry, has ar at N. Y. fr. Charles
ton, 3 days. He made the Hook in 72 hours, and qn
the night of the 4th, struck on Rockaway Beach,
where.she remained jo hours, and discharged part of
her cargo. The vessel leaks considerably.
VESSELS

RECEIPT T0 CURE FORK HAMS, &C.

For 200 pounds of hamt—V&s one pound of salt pctre, and three pounds of rock salt. Let these be a
fine and mixed with oneqtart of molasses. Rub thover the hams, and pack them close in a cask. Aite
about three weeks, put to them a pickle strong
enough to bear up a hen’s egg, so that the end shall
appear above the surface about the size of a tweiveand a-half cent piece. At this time, or at any con
venient time afterwards, pour in one quart of the Purifed Pyroligneous Acid. In about two or three
weeks the hams will be fit for use, and may be h^ng
up to dry, or suffered to remain sometime longer in
the cask.—-Care must be taken however, not to suffer
them to remain tog long, especially in warm weather^
as they cannot be preserved through the summer in so
weak a brine. The quantity of Acid used, may be
varied to suit the taste of the consumer.

LEFT.

Notice is hereby Given,

At Cayenne, Dec. 10 brig Jubilee, Chase, of and
for Saco in 20 days; schr. Mary Ann, Sargent, of
hat the following Shares in the'KENNEBUNK
Portland, discharged, and not commenced to load,
SOCIAL LIBRARY, are taxed for the years
the only Ams. in port. At Liverpool, 9th, Missiona 1817, and 1825, as follows; and now remain un
ry, ready to
paidm

T

* if*
Norfolk, Dec. 26.—Ar. schr. Adno, Leavitt, X5
W
.
. &
x b* Supposed pres*
00,^5
days from Saco, with lumber ; having experienced Original Owners.
m S tts. ent owner r.
two severe gales of wind, in which, lost part of the
25 121-2371-2 Unknown.
deck load and small boat; mainsail, foresail and fore Phineas Cole,
Samuel Emerson
25 12 1-^3712 John Frost.
topsail much torn.
Do.
25 121-2372 J.K. Rernich.
Thomas Folsom,
25 121-2371-2 Unknown.
Peter Folsom,
25 12 1-2 37 1-2 Unknown.
Edward Grant,.
2
75 John Grant«
5.0 25
Do,
I
25 12 1-2 37 12 Unknown.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
Dimon Gillpatrick, 1
25 1'2 1-2 37 1-2 Unknown.
Do.
25 12 1-2 371-2 Sam’l Ross.
John Hovey,
25 12 1-2 37Ì Sam’l Emerson«
Do.
AS just received a large assortment of SCHOOL
25 <2 1-2 37 1-2 Unknown.
BOOKS, which will be sold on the most liberal Nath’1 Jefferds,
25 12 1-2 37 i'2 Unknown.
James Kimball, jr,
terms.
25 12 1-2 37 X-2 P Walker,
Tobias Lord, jr. I
25 X2 1-2 37 1-2 Unknown«
....AMONO WHICH ARE....
x
25 12 1-2 37 1-2 Unknown.
Whclpley’s Compend of History, and Questions, a John Lowe, jr.
’Benjamin Nason, i
25 12 1-2 37 1-2 Dan’l Nason.
new edition with Plates.’
25 12 1-2 37 1-2 Joseph Curtis
The English Teacher, or Private Learner’s guide ; George Perking, x
Do.
1
25 12 1-2 37 1-2 Heir of John
containing a new arrangement of Murray’s Exercises
[Strothers.
and Key ; by Israel Alger, jun. A M.
Murray’s English Exercises ; being a counterpart John U. Parsons, 4 i,0o 50 1,50 J.U Parsons.
Joseph Porter,
x
25 12 1-2 37 X-2 Unknown.
to the English Teacher.
Jos. M. Stickney, x
25 12 1-2 37 1-2 Abiel Kelly,
Pronouncing English Reader, Christian Orator,
Benj. Titcomb, I
25 I2 12 37 1-2 B. Titcomb.
“
Introduction, New York Primer,
Joseph Thomas,
25 la 1-2 37* Edm’d Pearson.
“
Testament, Alger’s Murray,
Do.
25 12 1-2 37Ì Unknown
Common
do.
Spelling Books.
48 50
98 Widow Mary F*
Watch’s, Pike’s Staniford’s Bezout’s^ American, Geo. W. Wal l 4
lingford,
J
Wallingford.
Adams’, Colburn’s Welch’s, and Temple’s ARITHC. W. Williams,
*S 12Ì 371 Widow A. Frost.
METICKS, &c. &c.
School Committees and Teachers are respectfully
And that agreeable to a vote of the Proprietors of
invited to cal! and examine his assortment. Works said Library, unless the said Taxes with the inter
which are wanted and not on hand, will be obtained vening charges thereon» are paid by the second Mon
at short notice, without additional expense.
day in February next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon ;
Kennebunk, Jan. 14, 182-6.
such delinquent Shares will then be sold at Public
Vendue, at the dwelling ’house of Nathaniel M.
Towle, innholder in said Kennebunk, in order to sat
isfy the said Taxes and intervening charges.
DANIEL SEWALL, )
rjlHE subscriber keeps excellent Ink for sale, and1
BARNABAS PALMER, (-Committee.
A cannot afford to supply almost every boy and
TIMOTHY FROST, )
girl in tKe town school with this superior article gratis.
Ktnnebunk, Jan. 1, 1826Jan. 14.
J. LILLIE.

School Books,

H

INK.

HEREAS ABIGAIL, my wife, has left my bed
Timber Wanted
without any provocation on my
Wpart,andI board,
do forbid all persons trusting or harboring her
on my account, as I am determined to pay no charges
ANTED by the Saco Iron Works Company«
of her contracting after this date.
good TIMBER and PLANK of common
W
JOHN SEAVEY.
lengths, of the following kinds, viz.
Hollis, Jan. 6,1826.

WHITE OAK Timbep from one to three feet
diameter.
GREY and BLACK do. of large size.
ROCK and WHITE MAPLE, do.
BEECH, BIRCH, and WHITE ASH, do.
PITCH and YELLOW PINE, do. large size
and thin sap.
WHITE PIN E, do. of the following dimensions ;
Keeps constantly on hand,
46 feet long, to square 12 by 16—11 by 15.
EMI, Foolscap, and Pot LEDGERS, of superior
10 by 14, and 9 by 13 inches.
paper, and ruled for double or single entry.
Seasoned WHITE ASH PLANK, Slnches thick.
Wastes, Invoices, Journals, Day Books,
ALSO, BEECH, BIRCH, and MAPLE JOISTS;
Quarto Account Books, Memorandums.
for which Cash will be paid.
Note Books, Writing Books.
ROBERT ROGERS, Agent.
Together with a general assortixient of Stationary.
Saco, Dec. 31, 1825.
33
Jan. 14.

Blank Books

JAMES K. PvEMIClI,

D

Barnabas

aimer,

Pig Wanted

AS removed from his late stand in Kelly’s build

ANTED immediately by the subscriber in pay
old brick Store formerly occupied
Hbying,Johnto U.theParsons
ment for papers, a barrow PIG, weighing
& Co. and recently occupied W
by

Daniel Wise, Jr. & Co. and F. A. Lord, where he
keeps as usual a general assortment of

W. I. Goods Sp Groceries.

from forty to sixty pounds, of a thrifty growing breed«
JAMES K REMICH.
Kennebunk, Dec. 30, 1825.

List of Letters

His friends and the public are respectfully requested
to continue their favors. He wishes to purchase and
Remaining in the Post Office at Kennebunk,
will pay a fair price for the following articles, viz.
January 1, 1826,
100 Bushels Country CORN ;
A. B. Ca
100 Bushels FLAXSEED ;
ALLY ADAMS, Silas Abbot, Mary Jane Av^r,
1OO Bushels White BEANS ;
. Kennel link-Port—Thomas Boston, Capt. Elijah
10 Bushels Mustard SEED ;
Bettis, James Bird, Susan Blasdel, Sarah Bickford-—
SOO Bushels OATS ;
Bracy Curtis, Jun. Charles Coulliard, Ivory Chadborn^
aOOO Lbs. PORK, in round Hogs, Sic. &c.
Olive Cousens.
Jan 14-

S

Di E. F.

Joshua Dennett, G. DoussardEsq. Capt Brig Janep
U. S. North America—Hannah Emerya
G. B;I. J.
OST, a note against Abiel Kelly and Alexander
John Hilton. 2, Sally Hanscom, Kenhebuhk-Portf
Warren, payable to Samuel Gooch, or order, Joshua Hutchings, William Hacket, Eliza Hatch»
and lost by me ; said note was dated about Nqv. Charles
8,
Huff—Mr. Jefferey, William Jefferds.
1821, and the amount about eighty eight dollars and
K. L. M.
thirteen cents, with endorsements on the back thereof,
Lucinda Littlefield, Master of York Lodge, Mrs
the last of which was five dollars, dated May 7th, ------— Littlefield, John Lillie—James Mitchell, Jos;
1825.
G. Moody, Joanr.a Mayo, George Maddocks, D M«
Should any one find said Note, they shall be satis M. H.Markoe, Eben’r. Mitchel, Hugh McCulloch, 2«
factorily rewarded by returning it to me. And I here
N. O. P.<V
Robert Patten 2, Jacob Perkins, Daniel Patten.
by forbid all persons from purchasing said Note, as the
payment has been stopped.
R. S. T. U.
James Ross, Narcissa Robinson, Joseph Ross, Jere
THOMAS LOW.
miah Storer, Phineas Stevens—Joseph Thompson»
Kennebunk, Dec. 30, 1825.
Mary Tripp, Eliza Taylor, Samuel Tarr a»
V.W.Y. Z.
Capt. John White, brig Cadmus.
N. B. The Post Office is removed to the old brick
PRIME BUFFALO ROBES.
Stand, formerly occupied by Messrs. John U. Parsons
& Co. and recently occupied by D. Wise,. Jr. & Co.
JUST RECEIVED AND FOR SALE BY
and F. A. Lord.
BARNABAS PALMER, A M
Jan. 7,
4 wis.

Note Ijost.

L

1 BALE

Notice.

At a Court of Probate holden at Alfred, within andfor
the County of York, an the twenty-sixth day of De
cember in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and
HE Copartnership heretofore existing under tri
twenty-five.
firm of
OTICE is hereby given to the heirs of the estate
N
the
petition
of
H
annah
H.
Foss,
administra

From the Connecticut Mirror.
of JOHN WINN, late of Wells, in the coun
trix of the estate of Levi D. Foss, late of Hol
ty of York, Yeoman, deceased, and all others concern lis, in said County, Tanner, deceased, representing
TO THE EYE.
ed—That Isaac Winn has presented to me the sub that the personal estate of said deceased is not suffi is by mutual consent dissolved ; all persons indebted
SUBLIME ambassador from soul to soul!
scriber, Judge of the Court of Probate, within and for cient to pay the just debts, which he owed at the time to said firm are requested to make payment to John
Thro’ whom Hope sends her passport,—Wrath said county, an instrument purporting to be the last of his death by the sum of eleven hundred twenty- Frost, who is duly authorized to receive thé same.
Vol. XSp‘
The business in future will be conducted under the
defies,
will and testament of. said John Winn ; and that the nine dollars and ninety nine cents ; and praying for a
Genius a flood etherial bids r^l,
fourth Monday of January nex% is assigned to take license to sell and convey so much of the real estate of firm of
And love speaks what the treacherous tongue de the Probate thereof, at a Probate Court then to be said deceased as may be necessary for the payment of
nies.
held at Kennebunk, in said County, when and where said debts and incidental charges.
they may be present and shew cause, if any they have, ^ORDERED, That the petitioner give notice there at the New Store adjoining the Old Brick ; where
To thee, all languages of earth are known,
why the same should not be proved, approved and of to the heirs of said deceased and to all persons in will be found a good assortment of
'Ml
Unbought by student’s toil thy science fl^ws,
allowed as the last will and testament of said deceased. terested in said estate, by causing a copy of this order
Alike to thee the level or the throne,
Given qnder my hand at Limerick, this thirty-first to be published in the Kennebunk Gazette printed in
CONDlTi0 ( s—S
The sands of Africk, or the polar snows.
day of October, in the year of our Lord eighteen Kennebunk, in said County, three weeks successively,
, course of foe lirst
i- si
hundred and twenty-five.
jpirat
that they may appear at a Probate Court to be held at
When Grief her darts of agony will hurl
j,
di
after
the
e
JONAS CLARK.
Kennebunk, in said county, on the fourth Monday of
Ruling the heated brain with baleful sway,
I discontinued i in til í
Dec. 31.
January next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, and
Thou, thro* thy silent mystick gate of pearl
shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
Dost kindly give the liquid sorrow way»
OTICE is hereby given to the heirs of the estate petition should not be granted.
of ENOCH COUSENS, late of Wells, in the
When man the weary hours of pain does tell
JONAS CLARK, Judge of said Court.
county of York, Yeoman, deceased, and all othersCopy—Attest,
Worm down by sickness, or consumed with care,
iUNETEENT [ co
concerned—That Catharine Cousens has present
Thou to the calmness of thy fringed cell
GEO. THACHER, Reg’r.
which will be sold good bargains for Cash or country
ed to me the subscriber, Judge of the Court of Pro
Dost woo sweet slumber and his strength repair.
produce. WANTED,
Dec. 31.
bate, within and for said county, an instrument pur
FLAXSEED,
porting to be the last will and testament of said Enoch At a Court of Probate held at Alfred, witbiii andfor
At that dread hour’when soul and body part»
The Sen;ie d
BARLEY,
Cousens,
and
that
the
fourth
Monday
of
January
next,
When with an icy seal the lip is bound,
the county of York, on the twenty-sixth day of De
is assigned to take the Probate thereof, at a Probate
Thou bear’st the message of the expiring heart
cember in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and
WHITE BEANS,
Court then to be held at Kennebunk, iq said County,
To lover and to friend who weep around.
twenty five.
CORN.&c.
jír. LI01I, of
when and where they may be present and shew cause, JOHN A. BURLEIGH, Executor of the last will
Kennebunk,
Dec.
30,
1825.
if any they have, why the same should not be proved,
But holiest is thy last deputed care,
on
Comnw ^
and testament of Alexander McGeoch late of
approved and allowed as the last will and testament South Berwick, in said County, deceased, having pre
When'this frail vesture seeks its native clod,
part
of & ' Pri
of said deceased.
To pour devotion’s deep and voiceless prayer
sented his first account of administration of the estate
mad
the
subject
Given
under
my
hand
at
Yorx,
this
twenty-eighth
In trembling glances to a pardoning God.
of said deceased for allowance.
lditi<
day of November, in the year of our Lord eighteen
ORDERED, That the said Executor give notice to *OEPPER SAUCE of the first quality, in large abili “ in1
hundred and twenty-five.
concerning^»«
all persons interested, by causing a copy of this order
bottles, just received from Berbice.
From the Chelmsford Phenix.
JONAS CLARK.
to be published three weeks successively in the Ken
and Itnpo£ ; '
Baker’s No. 1 CHOCOLATE—warranted.
Dec. 31.
nebunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
with the r« »rt
Sperm
OIL,
expressed
from
head
matter
that
HEAVEN ON EARTH.
appear at a Probate Court to be held at Kennebunk,
printed,
tne
OTICE
is
hereby
given
to
the
heirs
of
the
estate
in said county, on the fourth Monday of January will not congeal in the coldest weather.
I’LL pluck youth’s flowers while youth shall last,
hdaj
of JAMES PERKINS, late of Kennebunk-Port, next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew
day for
Nor ere repine at pleasures past:
in the county of York, gentleman, deceased, and cause,
all
The forbier(
if any they have, why the same should not be
Hl bow to love while love hath charms
others concerned—That Joshua Perkins, and allowed.
all for sale cheap by ’
J. LILLIE,
And laugh at prudence’s false alarms.
ting
to vesi-i els e
Tristram Perkins have presented to me the sub
JONAS CLARK Judge.
I’ll seek the joys of man, nor sigh
Dec. 17.
ana
fishenr s po
scriber, Judge of the Court of Probate, within and
A copy Attest*-GEO. TEACHER, Reg’r.
In Autumn’s turn for days gone by.
tfor
said
county,
an
instrument
purporting
to
be
the
Dec. 31.
And follow friendship—’thout a friend,
ast will and testament of said James Perkins, and that
I’d sooner suffer life to end.
the fourth Monday of January next# is assigned to At a Court of Probate held at Alfred, within and, for
Mr. Van Bu
For what were love and friendship given
take the Probate thereof, at a Probate Court then to
S the year 1825 is about at a close, the Subscriber the Judicii
If not on earth to make a Heaven ?
the County of York, on the twenty-sixth day of De^
be held at Kennebunk, in said County» when and
requests all persons having any demands against
Or why were man created thus,
cember in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and
;d a
where they may be present and shew cause, if any
h'hn to present the same for payment, and all personsred, report
If not his feelings for his use ?
twenty five,
'
,
'
l:hnd
they
have
why
the
same
should
not
be
proved,
ap

ing
wrecks]:
that
are
indebted
to
the
Subscriber
are
requested
to
call
’Tis virtue, then, by generous part,
JUDÏ1 H FERNALD. Administratrix of the estate
proved and allowed as the last will and testament of
To cultivate the feeling heart.
of Tristram Fernaid, late of Waterborough, in and settle according to previous agreement; tfidse the Go ven-or a
said
deceased.
.
j
said county, deceased, having presented her second persons that, have neglected to settle month after Territory rif F
Nor seek to honor self alone,
Given under my hand at York, this twenty-eighth; account of administration of the estate of said deceas month, and year after year, after the time that they
But other’s glory with our own 5
passed to ) sec
day of November, in the year of our Lord eighteen ed for allowanceagreed to pay, I hope will not feel angry, or cast any
Tis reason too and corrimon sense,
The bil l “ fi
hundred
and
twenty-five.
reflections
on
any
except
themselves,
if
they
find
their
Man’s virtue is his best defence.
ORDERED, That the said Administratrix give no
JONAS
CLARK,
system
of àel
l
accounts
or
notes
left
with
an
Attorney
for
collection
;
Since those who baser thoughts subduS
tice to all person^ interested, by causing a copy of this
Dec.
31.
f
which
they
will
be,
if
not
prevented
by
immediate
The bil ¡¡for
Exalt their minds with nobler view,
order to be published three weeks successively in the
And those whose hearts are tnost refined,
Kennebunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that they settlement.
the session of
RALPH CURTIS.
Possess a Heaven within the mind.
D. R? ' l^j OT1CE is hereby given to the heirs of the » state may appear at a Probate Court to be held at Kenne
States ” w we s
•-IN of MARY CLARK, late of Wells, in the
Déc. 24.
bunk, in said county, on the fourth Monday of Janua
and, on mii|¡tion
county of York, widow, deceased, and all others con ry next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew
N. B. The subscriber continue? to give aihis small
AT a meeting of the Merchants and others, concerned- cerned-—That Jonathan Clark, has presented to
poned to, 1.[nd
.
and
old
establishment,
and
will
give
as
high
a
price
for
in the purchase and shipping of Lumber from this me the subscriber, Judge of the Court of Probate, cause, if any they have, why the same should not be good HEMLOCK BARK, as any tanners in the
Wednesd? y th
allowed.
District, held at Kennebunk-Pori on the 26lh day within and for said county, an instrument purporting
neighboring towns, let them be big or little, large or
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
The Se: ate
of December, A- D 1825, the following state to be the last will and testament of said Mary Clark,
small, old or new.
A copy Attest—GEO. THACHER, Reg’r.
in commitiiee 0
and
that
the
fourth
Monday
of
January
next,
is
as

ment and resolve were adopted, and the subscri
Dec. 31.
survey of 1 roi
signed to take the Probate thereof, at a Probate Court
bers appointed to cause the same to be made public. then to be held at Kennebunk, in said county, when
’airtfc antifhe'
WHEREAS the principal part of the boards, which and where they may be present and shew cause, if
Tf AS taken into copartnership Robert Smith,
After, a few
have been shipped from this place for several any they have, why the same should not be proved,
-*■Jr.
—
-Business
will
in
future
be
transacted
Lou.
the
years past, have been unusually thin, especially at one approved and allowed as the last will and testament
under the firm of
♦
on Roads! ànd
end, and many of them wany, thereby reducing the of said deceased.
HE Copartnership heretofore existing between
value here of this important article of export, render
Given under my hand at York, this twenty-eighth
the subscribers under the firm of
The Senate
ing it unfit for common use in foreign markets, fbr day of November, in the year of our Lord eighteen
considers)
ion
THOMAS
WENTWORTH
Sf
Co.
T. & S. have for sale a general assortment of
which it is principally shipped, and where the quality hundred and twenty five.
¡djoi
terwards
was
dissolved
on
the
loth
inst.
by
mutual
consent,
—
is so well known and understood, that when a cargo
JONAS CLARK.
All
persons
having
unsettled
accounts
with
said
Firm,
arrives in the West Indies, an is reported from this
Dec. 31.
are requested to call and settle.
WEDNE!"|"RAY
place, an offer is with difficulty obtained, especially
SAMUEL WENTWORTH,
The bill p| an
if thicker lumber is in market at the same time ; and
ANDREW GOODWIN,
cil of the 1 ferrit
'1
if the master have a proposition to purchase, it is gen To the Honourable Jonas Clark, , Judge of Probate
within and for the County of York.
THOMAS WENTWORTH. at fair prices for Cash, Ship Timber, Plank, &c.
was order: d to
erally at a reduced price from half to the whole of the
UMBLY shews John A. Drew*, that Elijah D.
South Berwick, Dec. ai, 1825.
The' bill fr liito th
&c.
first cost, below lumber of fair thickness ; and not
Gordon, late of Biddeford, yeoman, has died
thofise the iegi
J
The business will be continued as usual by THOM
unfrequently after a sale is made, and the lumber
Kennebunk Landing, thee. 12, 1825.
intestate, leaving real and personal estate, and unmar
heretofore iapp
AS WENTWORTH, at the old stand.
landed, it is thrown upon the masters hands, and a
All
persons
indebted
to
James
Titcomb,
whose
THOMAS WENTWORTH. ‘
derwent st ne (
further reduction of price is unavoidably made, arising ried, and that Jabez Gordon is his father and heir at
notes and accounts have become due, are request
ble. The ábjec
from the quality of the lumber, when opon to inspec law to said estate, and that said Jabez relinquishes his
control ov r tr
ed to make payment.
tion—and whereas by making the quality of the lum right to administer on said estate ; Y’our petitioner
giving its ssen
ber better, these embarrassments and losses may be therefore prays that administration on said deceased’s
Dec. 13, 1825.
Union, gri &ted
avoided, and the interests of the manuf icturer of lum estate may be granted him.
HAS JUST RECEIVED
tor
JOHN A. DREW.
ber for this market, and the shipper of the same will
HE MAINE CIVIL OFFICER, or the Powers
for other urpe
be mutually promoted by a ready sale and a fair price
and duties of Sheriffs, Coroners, Constables,
sion, orde e’d t<
both at home and abroad—Therefore, Resolved, that At a Court of Probate held at Alfred, within and
12*. The ther
and Collectors of Taxes; with an Appendix, con
for the county of York on the twenty-sixth day ofDe
from and after the first day of February next, we will
cember in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and taining the necessary forms and an abridgement of the
not purchase, as merchantable, any pine boards, which
HEATON’S noted ITCH. OINTMENT,
law relative to the Duties of Civil Officers.
twenty five.
shall not be square edged, and not less than seven
which has stood the test against all other oint
HOU,
ALSO,
eights of an inch in thickness from en.d to end, when TTPON the foregoing petition, Ordered—That the
ment, the price of which has been reduced from 50 to
Laws of Maine, Maine Justice,
green, and three fourths of an inch when dry—nor U petitioner give notice to all persons interested,
3 cents.
Town Officer, Clerk’s Magazine.
any Joist unless both ends are of a size and square by causing a copy of said petition with this order
ALSO,
The c (SC.UI
o
thereon, to be published three weeks successively in
LIKEWISE,
edged.
ELIPHALET PERKINS,
Dr.
DarenporVs
Billious
Pills.
sumed
ir
i
icor
An
extensive
assortment
Of
SCHOOL
BOOKS
and
the
Kennebunk
Gazette,
printed
at
Kennebunk,
in
said
SIMON NOWELL,
Mercer, Jjn
County, that they may appear at a Probate Court STATIONARY, all of which will be sold at low For the time these Pills have been offered to the pub
HUGH McCULLOCH.
lic, the sale of them 1 has exceeded the most sanguine
to be held at said Kennebunk, on the fourth Monday prices.
SMITH & PORTER,
: mo
Dec. 23.
expectations of the proprietor, which may be fairly
of January next, and shew cause if any they have, why
fo s
GREENOUGH & BOD WELLconsidered a-n acknowledgement of their many virthe prayer of the petition should not be granted.
Dec. 26, 1825.
J Wi
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
tues.
to,
They are very justly esteemed for their mild and
A true copy of the petition and order of Court thereon.
fence bf|he1
safe operation as ^cathartic in ¡all cases where one is
.Attest.—GEO. THACHER, Reg’r.
2Ô0 Bushels CORN ;
Dec. 3T.
necessary—they are a safe, and sovereign remedy in
to post't|one
AATA NT ED 200 Bushels of good Barley, for
all billious fevers, pains in the head, stomach and bow
1OO
Do.
RY
E
;
commitl tie tl
*
which, a fair price will be given if offered
els, indigestion, loss of appetite, dizziness, worms,
jhei
I
100
Do. OATS ;
ÿt a Court of Probate holden at Alfred, within andfor
and billious cholic—they are likewise an antidotesin a few weeks.
chiefly.
’
•
the
County
of
York,
on
the
twenty-sixth
day
De

f th
gainst
infectious
diseases,
removing
obstructions
of
ev

JOO
WHITE
BEANS.;
Do.
D. WISE, Jun. & Co.
cember in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and
tiens.
ery kind by dissolving and discharging the morbid
By
F.
A.
LORD.
Dec. 17, 1825.
twenty five.
matter, helping digestion, restoring a lost appetite—2
A mo dI d
Dec. 23.
N the petition of Charles Nesbit, Adminissure relief for Costive habits. They are so accommo
he
tratorofthe estate of Nathaniel Downs, late of
dated to all seasons and hours, that they may be taken
instruct
Berwick, in said County, yeoman, deceased, represent
in summer or winter, at any time of the day, without
ing that the personal estate of said deceased is not suffi
into the exp
regard to diet or hindrance of business. Their oper
ASH and the highest price, given for HEM cient to pay the just debts, which he owed at the time
ation is so gentle and effectual, that by experience
We el |ctc
LOCK and OAK BARK, by
of hrs death by the sum of one hundred eighteen dol
they are found to excel any other physic heretofore
thors ai d p
AARON GREENE.
lars and twenty-two cents ; and praying for a license
offered to the public.
.[
Kennebunk-Pört, Dec. 1©, 2825.
tP
On n jjtio
to sell and convey so much of the real estate of said TOT AS removed to the store lately occupied by DanThe genuine are covered with a check plate, with
orderec to:
deceased as may be necessary for the payment of Said J-jL ieL Wisb, Jr. & Co.—And offers for sale a the design of the Good Samaritan, and the agents
general assortment of
debts and incidental charges.
the Jou bpal
name thereon.
ORDERED, That the petitioner give notice thereALSO,
went 0: the
ASH and the highest price given for HIDES ; of to the heirs of said deceased and to all persons in
Wheaton's Jaundice Bitters^
the enc of t
and SKINS by AARON GREEN, at his tan terested in sgid estate, by causing a copy of this order of all descriptions.
ject
of lis
to
be
published
in
the
Kennebunk
Gazette,
printed
in
Davenport's
Celebrated
Eye
Watery
yard in Kennebunk-p'ort, or at JOHN EMERY’S,
Dec. 13.
the
eat
Kennebunk,
in
said
County,
three
weeks
successively,
at Kennebunk landing.
fJ
A fresh supply of the above is kept in Kennebunk
that they may appear at a Probate Court to be held at
Nov. 19, 18^5.
very s< irci
by J. LILLIE—in Wells by N. Morrill-in Dover
Kennebunk, in said County, on the fourth Monday of
by Wheeler & Tufts—by the Druggist in Portland
January next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, and
nd Boston, and by some persons in the principle
shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said NÄ7’’ANTED a few hundred bushejs OATS by
a wns from Maine to Georgia.
.▼ V
GREEÑOUGH & BODWELL.
petition should not be granted.
Apj$at i
©Oct. 1,1825.
eowiy
Dec. ï;.
JONAS CLARK, Judge of said Court.
HE subscriber wishes to purchase a quantity of
ed, ant ànq
Copy, Attest-GEO, THACHER, Reg’r.
PORK, consisting of Hogs weighing from two
Th Jipei
and a half to four hundredweight each; for whichDec. 31.
Punici
ion
eash and a fair price will be paid at the PROVISION
Constantly
on
hand,
for
sale
at
answei
STORE, Kennebunk.
fo
OR
Shipping
FURS,
by
A good assortment of Justice Blanks
J. K. REMICH’S Bookstore
rules \ pic]
;
TIMOTHY WOLCOTT,
GREENOUGH & BODWELL
for Sale at this Office
Decr »8,78-25.
Dec. IQ.
Dec. Tyin the sei

PROBATE .NOTICES.

N

T

O

Daniel Wise, Jr. & Co.

Daniel Wise

Co,

European, India, W. I
and Domestic

Crockery and Glass Ware. juillet S
Hollow Ware,

N

SUNDRIES.

N

Paints and Medicine,

• Notice.

A

JAMES TITCOMB,

Notice.

T

English and W. India

GOODS,

H

Jfames K. Hemicli,

Wheaton’s Itch Ointment.
37 1-2.

T

W

Wanted

BARLEY.

Bark Wanted.

O

REMOVAL

C

Hides and Skins Wanted,

. GOODS,

C

©ATS.

Pork Wanted.

T

Cash Given

F

•

Warren’s Blacking,

